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R54466

Junior Paint Spritzer
To view the complete guide, go to
www.Roylco.com/product/R54466.
Create beautiful works of art with these adorable,
elephant-headed paint sprayers!

The wax in the crayon resists the paint and will
show through.

Technique: Fill the sprayer bottle with liquid
watercolor pain and squeeze the elephant ear
pump to spritz out a fine mist of color onto craft
paper. Make yourself a rainbow of paint sprayers
by putting different colors in each of the five
sprayers.
Ideas: Try putting masking tape on paper in crazy
patterns, spraying paint on the paper and then
removing the masking tape to reveal beautiful
artwork.
Choose a base color and spray it on a sheet of
paper. Then place small objects like buttons,
blocks, or small cups and containers on the
paper, on top of the base layer of paint. Spray
more layers of paint in different colors over
your paper. When you remove the objects,
you will have a gorgeous layered
painting.
Spray a layer of paint down. Lightly
crumple a sheet of news paper and
quickly press it down and remove it
to create exciting textures in the
paint.
Use the elephant spritzer to create a
background for your painting, and allow it to
dry completely. Then use a different medium
(crayons or colored pencils) to create the
foreground of your painting.
Create a gorgeous paint texture by laying a piece
of mesh or a sheet of Roylco's R1504 Paper Mesh
over top of a sheet of paper and pray paint over
top. Remove the mesh to reveal the texture.
Make a rubbing with a crayon. Use the elephant
sprayer to add color and pizzazz to the rubbing.
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